
Imprint Energy Builds Executive Team with Recruitment of Battery Industry Leaders

Alameda, CA – April 6, 2022 – Imprint Energy is thrilled to announce the addition of two legendary business
leaders to its board of directors: Tom Gebhardt, former CEO of Panasonic North America, and Mike Splinter,
former Chairman & CEO of Applied Materials.

Tom Gebhardt has more than 30 years of Industrial leadership experience developing and manufacturing
products, including advanced battery systems. As CEO, he is responsible for global business operations,
customer relationships, product development, and strategic planning. He has previous CEO experiences in
large-scale businesses, the most significant of which was leading Panasonic's North American $13B business
portfolio, which had a high concentration of Automotive, Avionics, Battery, and Industrial software and
systems.

Mike Splinter has a distinguished career as chairman/CEO of Applied Materials Inc., one of the top 10 global
semiconductor foundries with $30B in annual revenues and approximately 50,000 employees globally. In
addition to his leadership at Applied Materials, Mike led businesses within Intel and, most recently, was the
Chairman and CEO of Nasdaq.

Imprint Energy is a leader in advanced energy storage. Its mission is to deliver the world's most
energy-efficient and environmentally-friendly batteries, providing the world's primary driving force for clean
and sustainable technology. Tom and Mike have decades of experience in their respective fields, and Imprint is
excited for them to join the team.

About Imprint Energy
Imprint Energy is a widely recognized leader in ultrathin, safe, and flexible printed batteries for Internet of
Technology products, including smart labels, health and wellness sensors, and flexible displays. Imprint’s
proprietary ZinCoreTM technology powers various applications in pharmaceuticals, agriculture, logistics,
medical devices, and IoT wearables. ZinCoreTM provides a safe and environmentally resilient portable power
solution. Imprint has received extensive recognition, including the MIT Technology Review Innovators Under
35 and 50 Smartest Companies and Business Insider’s 46 Climate-Tech Startups Set to Soar in 2021 and 21
Rising Stars Leaders of Clean Energy.
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